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	NAME: Paenian
	DESCRIPTION: Harsh conditions on their homeworld (Paenia II) encouraged the Paenian to become more cooperative & less aggressive. They are naturally extremely curious. Sexism of any kind is totally foreign to them. Individual rights are quite important to them, but so is loyalty & belonging. They have 1 faith, known as Dujik. This is an intricate blend of ancestor worship, totemism, & polytheism. Their mindset is restrained & detail-oriented. Simple perfection in both form & function is considered the height of beauty & utility. Their government the Paenian Confederation is a direct democracy. They have highly advanced medicine & genetic technology.Names: They use a 2-name system. They choose names based solely on the enjoyment of the sound, or on positive associations with historical or mythic figures. They do not consider names to have gender. Ex: Tanikar, Indraniral, Janisan. Last names are normally composed of a combination of the parent's first names. Ex: Tanijan, Indralisol, Nebula.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: The Paenian are short & stocky, with an average height of 5'5" & an average weight of 165lbs. Their bones are thick & heavy. As an adaptation to the cold, they are covered with thick, soft, black or gray cat-like fur. They take many short naps rather than 1 continuous rest. They are omnivores, although they prefer meat. Their are few differences between the sexes. They like company & work well with other races. 
	TALENTS: Paenian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Paenian Blessings [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Paenian fur is as thick as a cat or dog, providing +1 Resistance vs All and you suffer no penalty to your Difficulty for performing tasks in cold, high pressure environments.  Also, your vision extends into the infrared spectrum, enabling you to function at night & in foggy conditions.
	TALENT NAME 2: Dodge
	TALENT TEXT 2: In combat situations, you make an Opposed task [Daring+Security] to dodge an incoming melee or ranged attack (with an increased difficulty of 1), you gain an additional 1d20 to your attack roll, if successful.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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